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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

This issue of Humans will offer readings on the doings of
archaeologists and being an archaeologist. It will address
faddish or persistent Topics in conferences, journals, or
dissertations; citation circles; archaeology issues in war-
torn countries; the economic impact of projects and our
responsibilities to workers, their communities, and to local
museums; the relevance and application or dissemination
of findings; audience and accountability; and
retrospectives on long-running or famous projects by
directors. Papers could also address who we are; the
process of making an archaeologist; our working
conditions; the curation of notes, artifacts, photos/maps,
and careers; or the avocational archaeologist. Papers from
authors situated in private businesses, museums, or
government settings as well as those of academics are also
solicited.

For high-quality papers invited by the GE, authors may be
entitled with a full waiver on the normal article processing
charges (1000 CHF).

If you consider contributing to this Special Issue, just feel
free to contact the editorial office(humans@mdpi.com) if
you have any questions.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Humans is a multidisciplinary, anthropologically oriented
online journal that publishes contributions focusing on the
anthropological subfields (archaeology, ethnology/cultural
anthropology, physical/biological anthropology, and
anthropological linguistics), as well as those that integrate
developments across subfields or implement
multidisciplinary approaches. The journal is devoted to the
rapid publication of cutting-edge developments in theory,
method, technique, and data analysis. While original
holistic research and contributions are given the highest
priority, short communications and reviews are also
encouraged. All contributions are rigorously peer-reviewed.
Conference proceedings and Special Issues by guest
editors that highlight outstanding research contributions
on specific topics are welcome. The journal is designed to
appeal to a diverse audience of research scientists and
practitioners in both academia and industry.
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Author Benefits

Open Access: free for readers, with article processing charges (APC) paid by authors or
their institutions.
Rapid Publication: manuscripts are peer-reviewed and a first decision is provided to
authors approximately 20 days after submission; acceptance to publication is
undertaken in 7.2 days (median values for papers published in this journal in the second
half of 2023).
Recognition of Reviewers: APC discount vouchers, optional signed peer review, and
reviewer names are published annually in the journal.
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